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WHAT IS                               

SAVE A MOTHER? 

THE “SAVE A MOTHER” OR SAM FOUNDA-

TION WAS FOUNDED IN 2007 WITH A  FO-

CUS ON IMPROVING MATERNAL MORTAL-

ITY AND NEO-NATEL MORTALITY. 

                 OUR MISSION: 

TO DEVELOP SUSTAINABLE HEALTH CARE SOLUTIONS. 

NO PREGNANT MOTHER OR NEW BORN CHILD SHOULD DIE 

OF A PREVENTABLE CAUSE 

THANKS TO MEN AND WOMEN OF “SAVE A MOTHER” FOR 

WORKING HARD TO MAKE  A PROFOUND CONTRIBUTIION 

TO THE  COMMUNITY  BY UPHOLDING HEALTHCARE OF 

MOTHERS AND NEW BORN TO THE HIGHEST STANDARD 

OF EXCELLENCE 
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I am Neetu, 26 years old from the village Chakesar, Block Shahganj, Dist Jaun-

pur in U.P.  I got married in 2007 at the 

age of 16.      I have three living children. I 

have delivered my first child in 2008, sec-

ond child in 2014 and third child in August 

2016.  During my third pregnancy SAM 

Field Facilitator (FF) and Swasthiya Sakhi 

visited me at my home and they asked me 

if I had gotten any antenatal check-up.  I 

replied no and they counselled me about 

antenatal care.  A pregnant woman should 

get 5 antenatal check-up (urine test, blood 

test, blood pressure test, weight test, ab-

dominal test) four times during the preg-

nancy and should consume 100 iron folic 

acid tablets and get two T.T vaccinations.  

Swasthiye Sakhi advised me to go to im-

munization session that will be held at the 

primary school in our village and get a 

complete antenatal check-up free of cost. 

During Immunization day, Swasthiye Sakhi of my village, Sandhiya visited me 

again at my home and requested me for antenatal check-up at the primary 

school and I went with her. I got antenatal check-up and T.T vaccinations.  After 

the antenatal check-up I got the information that I was anemic.  Save A Mother 

FF, Sarita  requested Auxiliary Nurse Midwife didi to provide me 200 Iron folic 

acid tablets for consumption during my pregnancy (two times a day).  Swasthiya 

Sakhi suggested me to take chatoranga bhojan (four colors of food, red, green, 

yellow and white). FF and Swasthiya Sakhi regularly motivated me to take care 

during pregnancy.  

OUR ACCOMPLISHMENTS: 

 SUCCESS STORIES ON  

POPULATION STABILIZATION PROGRAM 

CASE 1 STORY OF NEETU ……….ANWAR RAHI 



I am Renu, age 28 years, resident of Kohara Gram Panchayat of Amethi 

block, district Amethi.   I got married at the age 

of 22 years and I have 2 children one is 3 years 

and second is 1 years old child.  I did not want 

next child before 5 years. I attended open meet-

ings which was organised by Field Facilitator of 

Save A Mother and got information on different 

types of Family Planning methods such as Con-

dom, Saheli Goli, Mala N , Coper T and Multi-

load. I personally met Field Facilitator Ms. 

Neetu Singh and requested her to advise me 

about best Family Planning method which suit 

me because I did not want next child before 5 

years of time. Therefore Field Facilitator Ms. 

Neetu Singh suggested me to implant Freedom 5( Multi-load) which will pre-

vent from unwanted pregnancy for 5 years.  I have also discussed with my 

husband about Multi- load and he agreed. Field Facilitator also informed me 

that as and when I need next child, it can be removed by trained  Auxiliary 

Nurse Midwife (ANM) and I can conceive  a child again. Field Facilitator in-

formed me that Freedom 5 Multi-load is very safe for 5 years. 

On the advise and counselling of Field Facilitator I agreed and visited ANM 

centre and implant the Freedom 5 (Multi-load) for 5 years since last 7 months 

and I do not have any problem and now I am very happy. 

I am thankful to Save A Mother’s Field Facilitator and team for information 
and provide facilities to implant the Multi load freedom 5.  Now I also counsel 
other women to implant Multi load freedom 5 , those who do not want more 
children in future or keep gap of 3-5 years between 1st to 2nd child birth. 

CASE 2 STORY OF RENU   

                                .……...GULAB NATH YADAV 

I have completed four antenatal check-up during pregnancy, got 2 

T.T vaccinations and consumed 200 Iron folic acid tablets.  Now me 

and my child are healthy and I will immunize my child regularly.   



I am Archana, age 25 years, resident of Kohara 

Gram Panchayat of Amethi block,  district Amethi.   

I got married at the age of 21 years and I have 2 

years old child.  I did not want next child before 5 

years . I attended open meetings which was orga-

nized by Field Facilitator of Save A Mother  and got 

information on different types of  Family Planning 

methods such as Condom, Saheli Goli, Mala N , Co-

per T and Multi-load. I personally met Field Facilita-

tor Ms. Neetu Singh and requested her to advise me 

about best Family Planning method which suit me 

because I did not want next child before 5 years of time. Therefore Field Facilita-

tor Ms. Neetu Singh suggested me to implant Freedom 5( Multi-load) which will 

prevent from unwanted pregnancy for 5 years.  I have also discussed with my 

husband about Multi- load and he agreed. Field Facilitator also informed me 

that as and when I need next child, it can be removed by trained       Auxiliary 

Nurse Midwife (ANM) and I can conceive  a child again. Field Facilitator in-

formed me that Freedom 5 Multi-load is very safe for 5 years. 

On the advise and counselling of Field Facilitator I agreed and visited ANM cen-

ter and implant the Freedom 5 (Multi-load) for 5 years and I do not have any 

problem and now I am very happy. 

I am thankful to Save A Mother’s Field Facilitator and team for information and 

for providing facilities to implant the Multi load freedom 5.  Now I also counsel 

other women to implant Multi load freedom 5 , those who do not want more chil-

dren in future or keep gap of 3-5 years between 1st and 2nd child birth. 

CASE 3 STORY OF ARCHANA  

                                  ………. GULAB NATH YADAV 



I am Vijaya, 26 years old, resident of Bhader block, Amethi dis-

trict.   I got married at the age of 22 years. When my child was 7 

months old I conceived next pregnancy. One day I attended 

Arogya Sakhi training which was organized by Save A Mother in 

my village and  got information about various family planning 

methods which prevent from frequent pregnancy. I contacted 

Ms. Anarkali, Field Facilitator of Save A Mother and discussed with her 

about my early pregnancy and she advised me that  I will become very weak 

and anemic and my child will also be of low birth weight which is not good 

for my health and for child also. I had discussed with my husband and moth-

er -in-law but they did not agree to abort the early pregnancy but I did not 

want a next child within one years of last child birth. At last my husband and 

mother-in-law agreed and I abort the pregnancy and implant freedom 5 

(Multi load) for 5 years and now I am feeling very well and happy with my 

small family. Now my child is 30 months old and healthy. 

 I am thankful to Save A Mother’s Field Facilitator Ms. Anarkali and team 

for information and provide facilities to implant the Multi load freedom 5.  

Now I also counsel to other women for Multi load freedom 5 , those who do 

not want more children in future or keep  3-5 years gap between 1st and 2nd 

child birth. 

CASE 4 STORY OF VIJAYA 

                                 ……….GULAB NATH YADAV 



CASE 5 STORY OF SHIPLA 

…PRASHANT UPPAR, GADAG, KARNATAKA 

Name: Shilpa I Bhangi       Age: 22     Village : Harti              Block : Gadag 

During her 1st pregnancy she had miscarried on 4th month because she was 

working a lot at home during her pregnancy. 

During her 2nd pregnancy SAM Field Facilitator (FF) visited her home regu-

larly, in first trimester 

she was in high risk be-

cause of low Hemoglobin 

(HB), she had HB  7.1% 

only, Field Facilitator 

suggested her to take 

Iron tablets regularly 

and how to take care of 

herself and what type of 

work she has to do 

(heavy work will be un-

safe), also explained 

about CHATURANGI BHOJAN (4 color meal  Green, Red, Yellow, and 

White), at a same time given awareness about TT, importance of Five antena-

tal checkups (urine, HB, BP, weight, and abdomen) as well as scanning. 

Shilpa followed Field Facilitator’s suggestion.  

On 2nd   trimester Shilpa had increased her HB 8.3% from 7.1, FF has sug-

gested her to continue taking Iron Tablets and asked her to eat meals 4 times a 

day and take 2 hours rest  after mid day meal.    

FF has visited shilpa’s house once a month up to delivery and given awareness 

regarding  Antenatal  Check ups (ANC) care. In 3rd trimester Shilpa has in-

creased her HB up to 10 % from 8.3%,  during 3rd trimester visits FF has ex-

plained regarding characteristics of high risk pregnancy,  preparations of de-

livery, do’s and don’ts during pregnancy. 

In September 2016 Shilpa has given birth to baby girl, baby weighed 3.1 kg, 

mother and baby are both healthy.   



SUCCESS STORIES ON TB ERADICATION 

………………………..GULAB NATH YADAV 

CASE STORY OF T.B. PATIENT CHANDRA 

PRAKASH MAURYA 

Mr. Chandra Prakash Maurya s/o Sri Ram Tahal Maurya, 30 years old of 

Kohra Village of Amethi block of Amethi district.  He is 8th standard passed 

and doing his agriculture work. He is married and have 3 children and eldest 

one is 7 years and youngest is 3 months old. 

He was suffering from fever, cough  for more than 2 weeks and suddenly 

blood came from his mouth with cough and he was very anxious about his 

bloody cough.  He contacted Save A Mother  Field 

Facilitator Ms. Neetu Singh and explained his 

problem. 

 

 

 

Ms. Neetu Singh advised and brought him to Community Health Center 

(CHC) Amethi and got his sputum test and found positive for Tuberculosis . 

Treatment of Mr. Chandra Prakash  Maurya  has been started by CHC Ame-

thi immediately.  After completion of 6 months course of treatment, again he 

got his sputum test at CHC Amethi and found T.B. negative . 

During my meeting with Mr. Chandra Prakash at his home he said that now I 

am fit and doing my agriculture work perfectly and he does not have any 

problem. He also give complete credit to Save A Mother Field Facilitator for 

his treatment and also save his life from dangerous killing T.B. disease  . 

Photograph of Mr. Chandraprakash Maurya, his father 

Mr. Ram Tahal Maurya siting on chair and Save A moth-

er’s Field Facilitator Ms. Neetu Singh is standing along 



CASE STORY OF T.B. PATIENT RAM SUNDER 

                                                                                                                 

Mr. Ram Sunder s/o Sri Shyam Lal, 55 years old of Naraini Village of Amethi 

block of Amethi district.  He is literate and doing his agriculture work 

He was suffering from fever, cough for more than one month and he had be-

come too weak and  he was very anxious about his health. He contacted Save A 

Mother Field Facilitator Ms. Neetu Singh who is residing in Naraini village and, 

explained about his problems.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Ms. Neetu Singh advised and brought him to Community Health Centre (CHC) 

Amethi and got his sputum test and found positive for Tuberculosis. Treatment 

of Mr. Ram Sunder has been started by CHC Amethi immediately.                   

After completion of 6 months treatment, again he got his sputum test at CHC 

Amethi and found T.B. negative. 

Mr. Ram Sunder said that now I am fit and doing my agriculture work          

perfectly and he does not have any problem. He also give complete credit to 

Save A Mother Field Facilitator Ms. Neetu Singh for his treatment and also to 

save his life from dangerous killing T.B. disease. 

Mr. Ram Sunder has cure from killing disease of T.B. due to Save A mother’s 

team hard work, sincere efforts and very good liaison with Health department 

officials. 

Photograph of Mr.Ram Sunder along 

with  Save A Mother’s Field Facilitator 

Ms. Neetu Singh  



INDIVIDUAL CONTRIBUTIONS 

 OF  

TEAM MEMBERS TO SAM’S MISSION 

 

Field Facilitator (FF) Name: Renuka Yemmiyavar 

Cluster Name: Suranagi 

FF Renuka Yemmiyavar has been working with SAM since 1 year. She is work-

ing in 12 villages of Shirahatti taluka Suranagi cluster.   

She visits all villages Ante Natal Care  (ANC) and Post Natal Care (PNC) homes 

twice in a month. 

Presently she is serving 224 ANC and 70 PNC cases. Also she is serving  73 high 

risk pregnant women. Regularly she visits  ANC and PNC homes and tells them 

about TT,  importance of five check ups (urine, HB, BP, weight, and abdomen) as 

well as scanning, nutritious food, characteristics of high risk pregnancy and 

PNC, delivery preparations, importance of breast feeding, method of breast feed-

ing and infant caring. She has been conducting  Self Help Group (SHG) women’s 

meeting, ANC meeting and PNC meeting. Through these meetings she is creating 

awareness. 



September 

Ante Natal Care (ANC) visits: 688, 

Post Natal Care (PNC) visits: 456 

Field Facilitators (FF) are doing home 

visits of  pregnant and lactating moth-

er’s house.  During the visit FF’s do the 

individual as well as family counseling 

regarding Ante Natal Care and Post Na-

tal Care, FF’s are mainly focusing on at 

least 3 ANC checkups, iron tablet, TT 

injection, Hospital delivery and nutri-

tious food.  During the home visit FF’s 

collect the health status about BP, Hemoglobin, weight, abdomen and urine 

checkup, date and place of deliveries, details of each pregnant, delivered women. 

This activity is directly helping them in building good relationship. 

 

PREGNANT & LACTATING MOTHER MEETING 

ANC meeting: 97 (participants: 633), 

PNC meeting: 84 (participants: 396) 

In the meeting Field Facilitator (FF) are motivating pregnant women, lactating 

mothers, to get  the services at Anganwadi centre.  FF’s are advising mothers to 

take nutritious food, how many times they need to eat, how many times they 

have to get check up in the hospital, how it will help them to increase their hemo-

globin and weight.  FF’s are regularly meeting with ASHA (Accredited Social 

Health Activist) and Anganwadi workers and involving them in our program as 

well as helping.  I am also participating in those meetings to observe our Field 

Facilitators work and get a feedback from the ANC, PNC regarding our work.  

NIZAMABAD HQ  

HOME VISITS 

- PRASHANT  UPPAR. GADAG, KARNATKA 



HIGH RISK PREGNANT WOMEN HOME VISITS 

 

 

SAM Gadag has been conducting regular follow ups for high risk pregnant 

women, we do the special counseling for Ante Natal Care (ANC) mothers who 

have low HB, BP and weight. We have divided high risk pregnant women ac-

cording to their present health status of HB, BP and weight. This month  SAM 

Gadag team has conducted 360 high risk pregnant women home visits.  During 

the home visit Field Facilitators (FF) educate them on how to come out from 

present high risk health status, which type of food and fruits need to eat, how to 

take special care during high risk, responsibilities of family members etc..     

 

ANC Home Visit. 

During this month SAM Gadag has done 2619 Ante Natal Care (ANC) mothers 

home visits and 1039 Post Natal Care (PNC) mothers home visits   



GADAG HOME VISITS 

- PRASHANT UPPAR 

Field Facilitators (FF’s) are doing 

home visit to pregnant and lactat-

ing mother’s house, during the visit 

FF’s do the individual as well as 

family counseling regarding ante 

natal care and post natal care.  

FF’s are mainly focusing on at least 

3 ANC checkups, iron tablets, TT 

injection, hospital delivery and nu-

tritious food.  During the home visit FF’s collect the health status about  BP,  

hemoglobin, weight, abdomen and urine checkup details of each pregnant 

women, this activity is directly helping in building good relationship with 

them. During this month SAM Gadag  did 2619 ANC mothers and 1039 PNC 

mother home visit.   

Pregnant Women Meeting 

Field Facilitator visit door to door to inform the meeting place, they gather at 

some common place, and Arogya sakhi and Field Facilitator facilitates the 

meeting. Field Facilitator explains about the danger signs during pregnancy 

and importance of Ante Natal Checkups (ANC) during pregnancy. There was 

also a discussion on topics like care (do’s and don’ts) during pregnancy, and 

safe delivery practices.  In this month, staff has conducted 140 ANC and PNC 

Mother Meetings. 



NIZAMABAD HOME VISITS 

- PRASHANT UPPAR  

Field Facilitators (FF) are doing home 

visits of  pregnant and lactating moth-

er’s house, during the visit Field Facili-

tators do the individual as well as family 

counseling regarding Ante Natal Care 

and Post Natal Care, FF’s are mainly fo-

cusing on at least 3 ANC checkups, Iron 

tablets, TT Injection, Hospital delivery 

and nutritious food. During the home 

visit FF’s collect the health status about  

BP, Hemoglobin, Weight, Abdomen and Urine checkup, Date and place of 

deliveries details of each pregnant, delivered women, this activity is directly 

helping them in building good relationship.

 

Pregnant Women & Lactating Mother Meeting  

In the meeting Field Facilitator (FF) are motivating pregnant women, lactat-

ing mothers, to get  the services at Anganwadi centre. 

 At the meetings FF explain about nutritious food, how many times we need to 

eat, how many times we have to get check up in the hospital, how it will help 

us to increase our hemoglobin and weight.  Field Facilitators are regularly 

meeting with ASHA (Accredited Social Health Activist) and Anganwadi 

workers and involving them in our program as well as helping. 

I am also participating in those meetings to observe our Field Facilitators 

work and get feedback from the ANC, PNC regarding our work.  



One Day Refresher Training was conducted for Health Volunteers (Aroghya 

Sakhi) 

Health Volunteers participated from Mundaragi block. 

During the training,  27 volunteers got refresher training about following  topics 

of Ante Natal Care (ANC) and Post Natal Care (PNC) 

The Topics are  

Uses of ANC checkups, At least 3 to 4 ANC checkups ( BP, hemoglobin, 

weight, abdomen and urine) 

 Iron tablet (when, why, how  and uses of iron tablets)  

 TT Injection (when and how much) 

 Nutritious food (Chaturangi Bhojan)  

Hospital delivery ( why should go for hospital, facilities of hospital) 

ANC DO and Don’t 

Signs of high risk pregnancy   

Pre preparation of delivery 

Neo natal care  

ONE DAY REFRESHER TRAINING FOR 

 HEALTH VOLUNTEERS  



ONE DAY REFRESHER TRAINING FOR 

 HEALTH VOLUNTEERS 



Dear Dr. Ganju, 
 
Greetings from the Deshpande Foundation, India! 
  
We are pleased to share that, your proposal requesting grants from Deshpande 
Foundation India - Ek Soch Sandbox for the period October 2016 to Septem-
ber 2017 has been approved! The approved grant amount for above period 
is INR 12,00,000 (Twelve Lakhs only) and overall deliverable is: 
 
 
1. Provide household level tracking and education of 4,000 pregnant women 

in 100 villages of Shahganj taluk of Jaunpur district with baseline and 
    end line of each women's knowledge levels and medical information 
 
2. Ensure 100% of the women are aware of pregnancy related messaging 
    provided by Arogya Sakhis and ensure 95% of deliveries are institutional  
 
3. 100% Coverage of High Risk pregnant women with increased home visits 
     and follow up to ensure coverage of 3 ANC checkups, 80% knowledge 
     retention of key messages and institutional deliveries 
 
 
Beginning of this partnership is subject to your acknowledgement of an 
acceptance to the approved grant amount and overall deliverable 
as approved by Deshpande Foundation India’s board. Please send us a 
confirmation by 3rd October 2016, if above mentioned deliverable and 
sanctioned amount is agreeable to you. 
 
If you have any questions, please let us know. We wish all the very best 
for your efforts with this project! 
 
--  
Grants Team 
The Deshpande Foundation 

GRANT FROM 

 DESHPANDE FOUNDATION, INDIA 



WHY SAVE A MOTHER 

 

Financing Health and Education for All 

May 31, 2016  ||  Project Syndicate 

Jeffrey D. Sachs 

 

NEW YORK – In 2015, around 5.9 million children under the age of five, al-

most all in developing countries, died from easily preventable or treatable 

causes. And up to 200 million young children and adolescents do not attend 

primary or secondary school, owing to poverty, including 110 million through 

the lower-secondary level, according to a recent estimate. In both cases, mas-

sive suffering could be ended with a modest amount of global funding. 

Children in poor countries die from causes – such as unsafe childbirth, vac-

cine-preventable diseases, infections such as malaria for which low-cost treat-

ments exist, and nutritional deficiencies – that have been almost totally elimi-

nated in the rich countries. In a moral world, we would devote our utmost ef-

fort to end such deaths. 

In fact, the world has made a half-hearted effort. Deaths of young children 

have fallen to slightly under half the 12.7 million recorded in 1990, thanks to 

additional global funding for disease control, channeled through new institu-

tions such as the Global Fund to Fight AIDS, Tuberculosis, and Malaria. 

When I first recommended such a fund in 2000, skeptics said that more mon-

ey would not save lives. Yet the Global Fund proved the doubters wrong: 

More money prevented millions of deaths from AIDS, TB, and malaria. It was 

well used. 

The reason that child deaths fell to 5.9 million, rather to near zero, is that the 

world gave only about half the funding necessary. While most countries can 

cover their health needs with their own budgets, the poorest countries cannot. 

They need about $50 billion per year of global help to close the financing 

gap. Current global aid for health runs at about $25 billion per year. While 

these numbers are only approximate, we need roughly an additional $25 bil-

lion per year to help prevent up to six million deaths per year. It’s hard to im-

agine a better bargain. 



Similar calculations help us to estimate the global funding needed to enable all 

children to complete at least a high-school education. UNESCO recently calculat-

ed the global education “financing gap” to cover the incremental costs – of class-

rooms, teachers, and supplies – of universal completion of secondary school at 

roughly $39 billion. With current global funding for education at around $10-15 

billion per year, the gap is again roughly $25 billion, similar to health care. And, 

as with health care, such increased global funding could effectively flow through 

a new Global Fund for Education. 

Thus, an extra $50 billion or so per year could help ensure that children every-

where have access to basic health care and schooling. The world’s governments 

have already adopted these two objectives – universal health care and universal 

quality education – in the new Sustainable Development Goals. 

An extra $50 billion per year is not hard to find. One option targets my own 

country, the United States, which currently gives only around 0.17% of gross na-

tional income for development aid, or roughly one-quarter of the international 

target of 0.7% of GNI for development assistance. 

Sweden, Denmark, Norway, the Netherlands, Luxembourg, and the United King-

dom each give at least 0.7% of GNI; the US can and should do so as well. If it did, 

that extra 0.53% of GNI would add roughly $90 billion per year of global fund-

ing. 

The US currently spends around 5% of GDP, or roughly $900 billion per year, on 

military-related spending (for the Pentagon, the CIA, veterans, and others). It 

could and should transfer at least $90 billion of that to development aid. Such a 

shift in focus from war to development would greatly bolster US and global secu-

rity; the recent US wars in North Africa and the Middle East have cost trillions of 

dollars and yet have weakened, not strengthened, national security. 

 



A second option would tax the global rich, who often hide their money in tax 

havens in the Caribbean and elsewhere. Many of these tax havens are UK over-

seas territories. Most are closely connected with Wall Street and the City of 

London. The US and British governments have protected the tax havens mainly 

because the rich people who put their money there also put their money into 

campaign contributions or into hiring politicians’ family members. 

The tax havens should be called upon to impose a small tax on their deposits, 

which total at least $21 trillion. The rich countries could enforce such a tax by 

threatening to cut off noncompliant havens’ access to global financial markets. 

Of course, the havens should also ensure transparency and crack down on tax 

evasion and corporate secrecy. Even a deposit tax as low as 0.25% per year on 

$21 trillion of deposits would raise around $50 billion per year. 

Both solutions would be feasible and relatively straightforward to implement. 

They would underpin the new global commitments contained in the SDGs. At 

the recent Astana Economic Forum, Kazakhstan’s President Nursultan Naz-

arbayev wisely called for some way to tax offshore deposits to fund global 

health and education. Other world leaders should rally to his call to action. 

Our world is immensely wealthy and could easily finance a healthy start in life 

for every child on the planet through global funds for health and education. A 

small shift of funds from wasteful US military spending, or a very small levy on 

tax havens’ deposits – or similar measures to make the super-rich pay their way 

– could quickly and dramatically improve poor children’s life chances and 

make the world vastly fairer, safer, and more productive. There is no excuse for 

delay. 

 

Financing Health and Education for All by Jeffrey D. Sachs - Project Syndicate  



 

9TH ANNUAL FUNDRAISING GALA 

HOST: 

Save a Mother Foundation 

630-283-2865 

 

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 9 AT 7:00 PM 

 

Chicago Marriott Downtown Magnificent Mile 

540 North Michigan Avenue Chicago, IL 60611 

 

9TH ANNUAL FUND RAISING GALA 

IN CHICAGO 



Contact Us 

 

ASHISH GANJU  

aganju70@gmail.com   

 

SEEMA KACHRU 

seemakachru@gmail.com 

 

MOHAN BAMZAI  

mbamzai@yahoo.com 

 


